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OVERVIEW
DELNORTE HOLDINGS INC. is a blockchain product company. It was founded in
August 2019 by three specialists from different industries – business
development, IT and law.
The mission of the company is to create wealth and security for people through
technological solutions to global problems
The company's goal is to create and provide customers with a set of convenient
and highly effective tools for solving such problems as:
Secure management, recording and storage of property rights for movable and
immovable real assets, resources, documents, and connections. DTV is a
multifunction platform that provides government verified and accepted digital
documents, and other solutions. DTV platform lets public and private entities
generate and manage secure registries of digital IDs (NFTs) and utilize the
distributed storage and security, while minimizing power and network
congestion often associated with blockchain.
These multifunctional NFTs allow for management of the supply chains and
provide a secure and transparent trading infrastructure.
DTV can process both traditional fiat and crypto transactions within the same
payment system. These transactions are safe, cost effective and can work across
borders, across chains and across networks. The system obeys traditional
government, banking and business regulations and can even reverse
transactions if there is a consensus to do so amongst participating parties.
DELNORTE provides services for the public and private sector. Our unique
document processing and storage solution works with both centralized and
decentralized storage networks. The system is virtually chain agnostic and can
even work without any blockchain at all.
Delnorte is a hybrid hardware & software ecosystem that utilizes blockchain
technology and provides various solutions to cover a variety of financial
transactions, data security, data storage and data processing.
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We focus on providing the following services:
DTV Certified NFTs: NFTs that represent real property and are verified and
digitally stamped by government entities to certify accuracy and validity of the
asset. This process is backed by a government contract between Delnorte and a
government agency. The sale of such an NFT conveys the ownership of the asset
without the need for any traditional paperwork.
DTV Resource Management: Enables an efficient and cheap process for tracking
and tracing resources inside the NFT. As well as the ability to link, manage and
transact specific NFT data to supply chains and/or retail portals.
Conteon Payment Protocol: Provides a digital payment system that works for
both fiat and crypto simultaneously, can function offline, and is application-less
for the consumer. This system reduces the cost of transactions at points of sale
by batching transactions and can even process and track reward programs and
discounts.
Smart ID: A protocol designed for governments and large private entities that
has multiple layers of protection to provide highest levels of security for storing
and accessing digital IDs. The digital smart ID protocol can securely link with
other public and private protocols to access and track social, medical, pensions,
insurance and other programs and services.
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ARCHITECTURE
We offer the Delnorte TerraVision platform. It is an ecosystem based on its own
software tokenization and hardware deal endorsement protocols, it allows you
to move assets from the “outside world” to the “digital world”, consolidate and
store data with various types of property rights in a distributed decentralized
environment.
Digital assets based on NFT - is a smart contract that can be programmed with
new data points, manage data points and interact with networks such as supply
chains, financial and physical goods exchanges, government networks and much
more. On our platform we already offer such transactions as title registration,
taxation, brokerage, and sales, advanced DeFi investing and crowdfunding,
fractional title ownership, mortgages issuance, and title insurance. We also
provide 100% secure and transparent data storage, and property records. Our
most important benefit is being able to provide 100% security of property
ownership and conveyance to everyone transacting on our platform.
To showcase the app store, we have launched our first application (made in
house) which shows historical disaster zones by superimposing them on a
geographic map and predicts future potential disaster zones.
The deed/title NFT will connect to the disaster information app and the user will
be able to check the address in the NFT (physical property location) and see
(super imposed on a geographical map) historical disaster zones and potential
future impacted areas in relation to his property. It will be enough for him to look
at the map in the application and the legend to decipher the levels of danger and
if his land lies in the disaster zone or how close it is to be dangerously impacted
by future disasters.
Our application distinguishes between 5 different types of danger zones at the
moment but future upgrades will make the application much more robust. The
application will receive real time data from NOAA to track storms and flood zones,
seismometer data for earthquakes and sinkholes and much more.
This app will connect to government agencies that deal with emergency
response and give the agency the ability to send custom messages through the
app or by text message to all digital IDs tied to the NFTs that lie within the
geographic disaster impact zone. The app also has a massive commercial
application as a geo-fence based marketing material delivery tool for private
enterprise.
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The Deal Endorsement Protocol
This protocol is based on smart contracts in blockchain and interaction with the
offline proprietary device – the Conteon Emitter, that performs the role of the
Security Element and connects smart contracts and mobile device of deal
originator to confirm transactions. For secure endorsement and deal protection
Emitter builds a one-time internet connection via many authentication factors:
mobile biometric, unique cypher chip, mobile network encryption, and nfc/qr
data, thus transferring deal data over Bluetooth to dynamic WebView data
representation.
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The Tokenization and management Protocols
The Delnorte TerraVision storage system is both a sophisticated and efficient
solution for the management of various types of NFT certificates. The complex
operational mechanics of managing rights and changes to existing certificates
are helped by a pooling system.
The project uses an innovative technology for tokenization and compact
placement of fields for different types of property rights – NFT Block. Our tech
makes it possible to access and process NFT certificate fields from different
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application pools. Each of the application pools for operations uses a single utility
token - DTV.
The pooling system is organized in a matrix structure, where each pool is an
autonomous unit with its own transaction history and role-based security model.
Each pool has its own business model and distribution of functional roles in the
system. This allows you to update and modify pools as needed without redefining
the entire system, which significantly reduces the overall cost of maintaining the
pool's smart contract system during the update and mitigates the risk of taking
the entire system offline.
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The content targeting system by geolocation and regional affiliation allows you
to create and store NFTs of each jurisdiction (country/city /state /region) in its own
isolated pool, while providing seamless access to all available data in the system
of pools of a given type.

Operating pools.
IP Management Pool. Designed for registration and management of objects of
intellectual property rights, such as patents, trademarks, utilities, etc. Allows you
to create a copy of a statement of ownership of an intellectual property object
and send a guaranteed notification letter to a counterparty.
Title Management Pool. Designed for the management and transfer of property
rights, pledge operations. Renting or buying / selling of movable and immovable
property.
Resource Management Pool. Designed to create and store digital certificates for
resources such as metals, hydrocarbons, grains, water, building materials, rent,
power generation or consumption etc., as well as their accounting and tracking
in supply chains. The pool allows you to fix the origin of the resource, unique
characteristics and determine the nominal price on the exchange.

DELNORTE ECONOMY
Delnorte is the only blockchain fintech product company in the world that
develops hardware-based deed processing and property ownership
management transaction endorsement protocol.
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UTILITY TOKEN DTV.
For all pools of the ecosystem, we use a single utility – DTV token. This allows the
DTV token to be applied as a payment for the functionality of the pools
throughout the Delnorte ecosystem outside the state or jurisdiction. In return the
Delnorte TerraVision platform pays a percentage of the transactions performed
on the platform to holders / stakers of the DTV token. Delnorte is working every
day to expand the number and types of operating pools and the list of supported
jurisdictions.

DIGITAL ASSET CERTIFICATE (NFT).
Each deed and title will be minted into its own individual NFT when it migrates
on to our platform. The NFT will contain all the information a regular document
would and the ability to add much more. It will have all the property and the
property owner information and be linked to the owner’s digital ID. The NFT will
also record all historical changes to the property, all document filings, taxes,
mortgages/loans, liens, and all transactions associated with the asset,
environmental data (such as flooding), agricultural and mineral output (like in the
case of farms or mines) energy production and consumption (such as power
plants or factories), and many other potential data points. If the NFT is associated
with a productive asset such as a mine, or a farm, or a factory, or even a store, that
output data can be linked to third party networks and sold or exchanged for a
fee.
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For example, during a sale the price and sales tax (for government tax collection)
will be recorded along with a new ownership certificate that ties the NFT to the
new owner’s ID.
The smart contract will pay commission to token Holder (those who purchased
DTV tokens and stacked them on our network) and a transaction fee to Delnorte
Holdings inc., at the point of sale of the asset, likewise broker’s commission, legal
fees, and government fees such as recording fees and taxes can be paid
automatically in the smart contract as well.

THE EMITTER DEVICE.

The Conteon Emitter is the only hardware solution that provides centralized
point of access to a decentralized database and creates the potential for a legal
transfersfer of ownership and payment transactions processing.
The Emitter mints NFT-Certificate that are authenticated by governments and
business.
DTV system is a simple and reliable way to register digital transactions for B2B,
B2C, C2C and cash transfers of funds through the formation of distributed and
batched transactions.
The Conteon Emitter - is an offline hardware device capable of generating
guaranteed unique transaction signatures, significantly enhancing the benefits
of blockchains and accelerating the validation of transactions tenfold. Every
single Emitter has its own NFT certificate in a blockchain, validating every
connection to Delnorte infrastructure.
The Emitter performs a standalone hardware component of modern unlimited
scalable network which provides zero-confirmation of transaction and
intelligence mining on stacking for the business. Each emitter is a hardware key
and virtual channel to private infrastructure of the bank and business.
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With Conteon Emitter, Delnorte can offer a safer, more convenient, and cheaper
way to pay for the deal and money transfer services, as well as to store debit cards
and software wallets on mobile devices.

SECURITY BENEFITS





Each transaction is fully confidential, and the automated tokenization
system ensures that the transaction material is available to each
participant
All transactions are facilitated by an authorized arbitrator through a
hardwired proximity device with active tracking of GPS coordinates and
transaction time. This guarantees the confirmation of the will of
participation in the transaction and automatically determines the legal
jurisdiction of the transaction
The system allows for changes in digital certificate data only using digital
signatures of the Emitter, which automatically identifies the person
responsible for changing the information in the NFT passport or changing
the ownership record

Classic approach of participant communication
The scheme involves a physical device Emitter and allows the participation of up
to 5 parties in the transaction, allows the formation of tokens for the total amount
and the transfer of property rights to expensive objects. The Issuer is part of the
infrastructure of a bank or retailer, and the Emitter profile does not require
passing KYC checks.

.
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Application-less payment option using merchant smartphone
DTV system allows the merchant to perform and batch transactions up to a
preset amount without any device and process the transaction batches via
smart-device interaction periodically. Only pre-set devices can participate in the
transaction. As non-emitter processed transactions are considered less secure,
this is the reason we recommend applying limits on the transactions.

TECHNICAL DETAILS.
(Technology stack)
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The Delnorte TerraVision is a hybrid platform based on a multi-layer
microservices architecture and Distributed Hyper Ledger technology. The main
blockchain is compatible with any Ethereum based system for data storage.
Outside the blockchain we use a network of dedicated MongoDB/Atlas and Influx
Db servers hosted on the Microsoft Azure cloud.
The platform was developed using Microsoft NET5, C++, FPGA, NVIDIA CUDA,
WEBVIEW 2.0 HTML5/Vanilla JS, SOLIDITY.

SOLUTION ARCHITECHTURE.

Layer 0
Physically housed on the Blockchain and represented as a system of smart
contracts operating pools, the NFT itself and the DTV token operating token.
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Layer C
Physically resides on dedicated servers in a secure environment. Each server
hosts the GPU and the FPGA implementation of the Emitter device's
mathematical session blind check algorithm. The data of this layer is not stored
anywhere and is loaded once for the duration of the operating session from
Blockchain.
Layer 1
A network of validation nodes. Physically hosted on the Microsoft Azure cloud.
Acts as a docking layer between the blockchain and the backend of the entire
Delnorte system.
Layer 2
Delnorte Platform cloud infrastructure. It hosts multi-purpose servers and data
services to process transactions from mobile devices and browsers. Stores off
Chain transaction data in encrypted form. Also, this level performs initial
authentications for all mobile devices of deal participants.
Layer 3
Physically represented as a BT and NFC-connected mobile device of the
transaction participant and Emitter. The layer is responsible for generating a one
time unique token and transmitting the data of the transaction object to the
mobile devices of the transaction participants. At this level, the Emitter is the
transaction server. The mobile application of the initiator and the transaction
participants must be authorized at level 2 to be processed on level 3.
Layer 4
Physically, it is represented by the internal logic of the Emitter's device. At this
level; transaction tokenization and generation of unique transaction impressions
based on technical and biometric data of the transaction participants and a
number of other parameters takes place.
Deal processing by Emitter
All deal transactions are performed with Emitter allow the participation of up to
5 parties in the transaction. Emitter also allows the formation of tokens for the
total amount and deal subject. The issuer is part of the infrastructure of an
affiliated government facility and thus the Emitter participant profile does not
require passing KYC checks.
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TOKENOMICS.
The DTV economy has been designed to overcome challenges of usability,
transparency and security of business applications based on blockchain.
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CONSUL.
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USE OF FUNDS.
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Why should the token grow?
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TEAM.
Anton Glotser

Chief Executive Officer
Since his youth, Anton Glotser has been an entrepreneur, across
different regions. His unique vision and networking skills have
contributed to his success today, he leads Del Norte by applying
years of experience in overcoming hard lessons. As the CEO and
founder of Delnorte Holdings inc.,
Mr. Glotser directs all divisions across multiple company disciplines.
This ability to unify goals and people to work toward a bigger
overarching success was built over the last two decades.

Yuriy Chudinov

Chief Technical Officer
Yuri, co-owner and partner of Delnorte Holdings, a strong systems
software engineer with out-of-the-box thinking and belief in
results.
He is observant and knows how to combine the natural processes
of the surrounding world with modern digital technologies and
classical algorithms.
In 2008 he graduated with honors from the PSTU Institute,
specializing in mathematics and computer science.

Jose Zelaya

Chief Lawyer Officer
Jose is a Honduras licensed attorney. Graduated from American
school in Tegucigalpa Honduras, and from UNITEC law school.
Currently works as a legal consultant for the Honduran Nacional
Congress and at Aguilar
Castillo Love (ACL one of the most prestigious law firms in
Honduras)
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Tomer Vardi

Chief Operational Officer
Tomer is an Israeli-born American entrepreneur and philanthropist
that is now based in Costa Rica Uvita where he sits as Chairman of
Envision holdings. Its an influential organization with the largest
festival in country running for 11 years to help connect people to
nature and teach sustainability through wellness, permaculture
community, art, music, preserving rain forests and planting a lot of
trees through its foundation.

Josephinne Glotser
Chief Marketing Officer

Is the acting CMO of Delnorte TerraVision. Mrs. Glotser since
graduating Fashion Institute of Technology and New York Film
Academy for acting. She has been involved in music and films, and
has won some awards for her performance. All this connections and
knowledge she learned through the years she is now putting into
her role as CMO of Delnorte Terravision.

Jud Ireland
Chairman

Mr. Jud Ireland serves as Creative Director and Partner for
MultiCORE
International. Mr. Ireland’s role is to interpret business strategy and
advise the Board with unique solutions to support the Company’s
vision. His vast and diverse experience gives him perspective to
spearhead the design, development, and critical analysis of of the
Company’s business strategies.
He also manages prime team functions and activities to ensure
sustainable corporate growth.

The Delnorte development team consists of up to 20 engineers of different
profiles and qualification levels.
- 2 Solution Architects with 15+ years development experience and participation
in commercial modernization projects, banking systems development, crypto
exchanges and high-load distributed systems.
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- 4e. Experienced NET-developers at Senior/TechLead level with experience of
working with Microsoft technologies and Windows server platforms, as well as
being able to organize the team development process and deliver the developed
product to the server.
- 2e professional embedded developers are delivering data exchange solutions
based on low-level data transfer protocols - BT and NFC.
- 2e DeVOps - specialists in maintaining our IT infrastructure and process
development.
- 4e Front-end developers providing UI development of our platform

Current achievements.
Existing contracts:
1) Honduras department of agriculture signed 18th of May 2021
(3,000,000+ properties) (estimated value $3B+)
2) The region of San Bartolome Perulapia in El Salvador signed 23rd of February
2022 (30,000-40,000 properties) (estimated value $150M+)
Existing MOUs:
1) Caldwell Banker of Costa Rica (500+ properties) (estimated value $100M+)
2) Individual property owners MOUs (100+ properties in Honduras) (estimated
value $50M+)
3) Uniocoop (30,000+ coffee plantations ⅓ of all coffee growers in
Honduras) (estimated annual gross volume $460M+)
4) Espresso Americano (200+ locations, largest coffee company in
Honduras) (estimated annual gross volume $75M+)
Existing Technological Accomplishments:
1) A working prototype of a hardware device, which is the key to accessing the
infrastructure of Delnorte / DTV solutions, as well as a component of an App-less
solution. This is a unique technology that allows the end user to interact with
the platform without installing and updating any mobile applications.
2) Developed a progressive mathematical model of operational mining. This is
a new confirmation algorithm like PoW, PoS, only using sub-terms through the
turnover of business transactions, passed through the Conteon Emitter device.
3) A smart contract system, based on Super-pool ecosystem technology. This
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solution allows copies of NFTs be updated independently of each other without
affecting the network up and only after the various copies have been
synchronized and agreed to by consenting parties do the updates reverberate
throughout the network.
4) Composite NFT container that allows for creation and management of
various types of smart contracts. The same system deploys and integrates NFTs
in to Delnorte eco system.
5) Installed and configured a hybrid server infrastructure in the cloud and onpremises servers that provides scalability and access to hardwired transaction
tokenization technologies, as well as secure access to user account data at the
point of use.

ROADMAP
Pending Clients:
1) Tower bank of Panama ($1B+ in assets)
2) Banrural bank of Guatemala ($7B+ in assets)
3) G&TC bank of Guatemala ($9B+ in assets)
4) Industrial bank of Guatemala ($10.5B+ in assets)
5) Atlantida bank of Honduras ($3.7B+ in assets)
6) Mexico (GDP $1T+, population 131M+)
7) Guatemala (GDP $77B+, population 18.5M+)
8) Costa Rica (GDP $61B+, population 5M+)
9) Panama (GDP $53B+, population 4.4M+)
10) Colombia (GDP $271B+, population 50.8M+)
11) Guyana (GDP $7B+, population 800K+)
12) Brazil (GDP $1.4T+, population 215M+)
13) Uruguay (GDP $53.6B+, population 3.5M+)
14) Jamaica (GDP $14.7B+, population 3M+)
15) Bahamas (GDP $11.2B+, population 385K+)
16) Trinidad & Tobago (GDP $21.5B+, population 1.4M+)
17) Puerto Rico (GDP $106B+, population 3.2M+)
18) Miami (GDP $357B+, population 6M+)
19) Albania (GDP $14.8B+, population 2.8M+)
20) Cyprus (GDP $23B+, population 1.2M+)
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Launch dates:
Real estate services> First properties will start being uploaded to NFT format in
Honduras and in El Salvador by 3rd quarter of 2022 (we may start a 3rd country
within same time frame)
Financial services> First bank contract will be operational (live testing of
financial transactions) by 4th quarter of 2022 (multiple banks can go live
simultaneously.
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Contact:
Anton Glotser
CEO
ag@delnorte.space
delnorte.space
dtv.tech
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